Description of new conclusions
In the Finsleroid-Finsler space F F P D g (as well in its relativistic counterpart space F F SR g ) constructed and studied in the previous papers [1] [2] [3] [4] the consideration was referred everywhere to the case ||b|| = 1, that is, the vector field b i (x) involved in the 1-form b = b i (x)y i was assumed to be of unit length. In the present paper, we expand the restrictive case to get the possibility ||b|| < 1.
Namely, we shall deal with the Finsler space notion specified by the condition that the Finslerian metric function K(x, y) be of the functional dependence K(x, y) = Φ g(x), b i (x), a ij (x), y In (1.1), a ij (x) is a Riemannian metric tensor and g(x) plays the role of the Finsleroid charge. The explicit form of the Φ is specified by the representations written out explicitly in Appendix A in the positive-definite case, and in Appendix B in the relativistic case, respectively we obtain the spaces F R The Riemannian squared metric function
underlines the positive-definite Finsler space F R P D g;c under study, and the pseudoRiemannian S 2 = b 2 − q 2 is to relate to the space F R SR g;c . This scalar c(x) proves to play the role of the regularization factor. Indeed, in the space F R P D g;c the metric function K is constructed in accordance with the formulas (A.19)-(A.23) which involve the square-root variable q(x, y) = √ S 2 − b 2 (see (1.6)). Differentiating various tensors of the space F R P D g;c gives rise, therefore, to appearance of degrees of the fraction 1/q. Because of the inequality (A.5), the fractions 1/q do not produce any singularities as far as c < 1. If, however, c = 1, we have q(x, y) = 0 when the vector y ∈ T x M is a factor of the vector b i (x), so that in the space F F P D g the singularities can appear when the vector y belongs to the Finsleroid axis.
In contrast, in the space F R P D g;c which uses c = 1 the variable q does not vanish anywhere over all the slit tangent bundle T M \ 0, and we obtain the function Φ which is smooth of the class C ∞ . We use REGULARITY DEFINITION. The Finsler space under study is regular in the following sense: over all the slit tangent bundle T M \ 0, the Finsler metric function K(x, y) of the space is smooth of the class C ∞ and the entailed Finsler metric tensor g ij (x, y) is positive-definite: det(g ij ) > 0. 
We use the notation
and
where ∇ means the covariant derivative in terms of the associated Riemannian space R N = (M, S) (see (A.83)); a i nm stands for the Riemannian Christoffel symbols (A.84) constructed from the input Riemannian metric tensor a ij (x); the coefficients E i involving the gradients g h = ∂g/∂x h of the Finsleroid charge can be taken as When the equality (1.11) holds, one says that the Finsler space is the Berwald space (see [5] ). The above theorem yields a simple and attractive example of the regular Berwald space.
The sufficiency of the conditions (1.12) is obvious from the representation (1.7). To verify the necessity, it is worth noting that in the Berwald case the covariant derivative of the Cartan tensor A ijk vanishes identically (see [5, 6] ), in which case the representations (A.71) and (A.72) just entail g = const, which in turn yields E i = 0. With this observation, it is easy to see that the representation (1.7) reduces to (1.11) if only ∇ m b n = 0, as far as the Finsleroid charge g is kept differing from zero (the choice g = 0 would reduce the Finsleroid-Finsler space to a Riemannian space). we get
and may conveniently use the variable
Obviously, the inequality
is valid. With respect to natural local coordinates in the space R N we have the local representations
The reciprocity a in a nj = δ i j is assumed, where δ i j stands for the Kronecker symbol. The covariant index of the vector b i will be raised by means of the Riemannian rule b i = a ij b j , which inverse reads b i = a ij b j . We also introduce the tensor
to have the representation
The equalities
hold. We introduce on the background manifold M a scalar field g = g(x) subject to ranging − 2 < g(x) < 2, (A.11) and apply the convenient notation
(compare with (2.10) in [3] ). The Finsleroid-regular space is underlined by the characteristic quadratic form
, where g + = 1 2 g + h and g − = 1 2 g − h, and the discriminant D {B} of the quadratic form B is negative:
Therefore, the quadratic form B is positively definite. In the limit g → 0, the definition (A.13) degenerates to the quadratic form of the input Riemannian metric tensor:
Also, ηB|
On the definition range (A.11) of the g, we have
Under these conditions, we introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION. The scalar function K(x, y) given by the formulas
is called the Finsleroid-regular metric function.
The function (A.23) obeys the identity The identities
In evaluations it is convenient to use the variables
We have r ij = ∂v i ∂y j , (A.33)
Under these conditions, we are to explicitly extract from the function K the distinguished Finslerian tensors, and first of all the covariant tangent vectorŷ = {y i }, the Finslerian metric tensor {g ij } together with the contravariant tensor {g ij } defined by the reciprocity conditions g ij g jk = δ k i , and the angular metric tensor {h ij }, by making use of the following conventional Finslerian rules in succession:
To this end it is convenient to use the variable
We also introduce the η-tensors given by
which obey the identities η
Using the generating metric function V (x, w) defined from the representation
where
Taking into account the explicit derivatives of the function V : .19)-(A.23) ), we find the representations
which entail
The determinant of the metric tensor is everywhere positive:
with the function ν given by (A.29).
In terms of the set {b i , u i = a ij y j }, we obtain the alternative representations
together with
which entails
Given any vector t j , we have
Using the function X given by
we can evaluate the Cartan tensor
and the contraction
From (A.55) it follows that
Also, we find
are valid.
If we use the vector
we can readily convert the representation (A.72) to the form
In various processes of evaluations, it is useful to apply the formulas
The formula (A.67) can also be represented in the form
Simple straightforward calculation yields
We use the Riemannian covariant derivative
where a
are the Christoffel symbols given rise to by the associated Riemannian metric S.
Appendix B: Indefinite F R SR g;c -space
The positive-definite F R P D g;c -space described possesses the indefinite (relativistic) version, to be denoted as the F R SR g;c -space (with the upperscripts "SR" meaning "special-relativistic"). The underlined space R N = {M, a mn } is now taken to be pseudoRiemannian, such that the input metric tensor {a mn (x)} is to be pseudo-Riemannian with the time-space signature:
The definition range −2 < g(x) < 2 and the representation h = 1 − (1/4)g 2 applicable in the positive-definite case (see (A.11) and (A.12)) transform now according to
(such a phenomenon was explained in [3] ). The pseudo-Finsleroid-regular characteristic quadratic form
is now of the positive discriminant
(compare these formulas with (A.13) and (A.14)). In terms of these concepts, we propose DEFINITION. The scalar function F (x, y) given by the formula
is called the pseudo-Finsleroid-regular metric function. It is convenient to use the quantities
Again, the zero-vector y = 0 is excluded from consideration: y = 0. The positive (not absolute) homogeneity holds:
F (x, λy) = λF (x, y), λ > 0, ∀x, ∀y. It is the useful exercise to verify that if we apply these rules to the expression (B.4) of the relativistic function F , we obtain the positive-definite case function K defined by (A.19).
